Calculation of Predicted Peak Expiratory Flow in Children with a Formula

Abstract

Background: To determine whether a child has asthma exacerbation, we should obtain the value of peak expiratory flow. It is useful in a diagnostic procedure, in evaluation of response to therapy and following the course of asthma.

The context and purpose of the study: On the basis of published relations between body height and peak expiratory flow in children I developed a formula for calculation of predicted peak expiratory flow in children according to body height.

Results: Formula for estimation of predicted peak expiratory flow in children according to body height reads as follows:

$$\text{Peak expiratory flow [L/min]} = (\text{Body height [cm]} \times 5.3) - 433.$$

Conclusions: In some situations, especially in emergency settings, the presented formula may prove useful in predicting peak expiratory flow knowing only a child's body height.

Introduction

The peak expiratory flow (PEF) is defined as the maximum flow rate generated during a forced expiratory maneuver. It is effort dependent and insensitive to small airway function. It is useful in a diagnostic procedure, in evaluation of response to therapy and following the course of asthma. It is important to compare the value of measured PEF to the previous personal best value [1,2]. Most children older than five years can measure PEF by using one of several available peak flow meters. Reproducibility of the results depends on the patient’s ability to take in a full breath and exhale rapidly with maximum force [3].

Available literature provides normal values for lung function tests in children, including PEF rates. A study was carried out in normal children, aged 5 to 18 years, and according to those measurements, nomograms for predicting lung function values (including PEF) according to height were made and published [4]. Relations showing predicted average PEF rates for normal children according to body height are published in the form of tables and presented in Figure 1 [1,2].

Methods

On the basis of published relations between body height and PEF rates in children, a diagram representing these data is shown in figure 1 [1,2]. As can be seen from the diagram, these relations are linear and a correlation coefficient between body height and PEF is 1. Therefore a predicted average PEF
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in children according to body height could be presented with a formula by using a concept of linear regression: predicted average PEF [L/min] = (Body height [cm] x k) + n. In this equation factor k is a regression coefficient, representing a slope of the curve in the diagram. It can be obtained by dividing a value on y-axis (PEF axis) by a corresponding value on x-axis (Body height axis) as follows: 
\[ k = \frac{\Delta PEF}{\Delta \text{Body Height}} \]. By inserting several different values in the equation and then calculating an average, we get the value of factor k to be 5.3. A value n can then be obtained by solving a simple equation by inserting corresponding values: 
\[ n = \text{PEF [L/min]} - (\text{Body height [cm]} \times 5.3) \]. By inserting several different values of body height and then calculating the average, we obtain the value n to be -433.

Results

According to above mentioned relations between body height and PEF, a formula that can be used to calculate predicted average PEF in children according to body height is presented hereby and reads as follows:

\[ \text{Predicted average PEF [L/min]} = (\text{Body height [cm]} \times 5.3) - 433 \]

For example, if a child’s body height is 157 cm, the predicted average PEF (in L/min) is: 157 x 5.3 – 433 = 832.1 – 433 = 399.1.

Discussion

Measurement of PEF is one of the basic and quite simple pulmonary function tests. Objective measurement of pulmonary function is useful in the diagnostic procedure of children with respiratory symptoms as well as in monitoring the current status and therapeutic response of a child with asthma. They are valuable only if accurate and interpreted appropriately. In addition, serial measurements over time are more helpful than isolated measurements. It is also very important to consider the value of measured PEF to the previous personal best value [3]. But since children grow constantly, knowing the personal best value may be sometimes misleading, especially after a stable period of asthma without exacerbations. A child’s personal best value of PEF one or two years ago may be below the predicted PEF value for present body height. In this way asthma exacerbation may be overlooked. Constant evaluation of PEF according to body height is necessary in chronic respiratory diseases, such as asthma. Nomograms and tables are available that help us to predict PEF in a child but they are not always available when we need them, especially in emergency settings. In these situations the presented formula may prove useful in predicting a child’s PEF knowing only body height. Values of PEF obtained by the presented formula differ from values presented in published tables by no more than 1% which is not clinically significant. Of course the formula can be used only in children above five years of age who are able to perform the PEF test. Fortunately, the relations between predicted average PEF rates in children according to body height are linear which makes the presented formula relatively simple and easy to remember.

Conclusions

Measurement of PEF is one of the basic and quite simple pulmonary function tests. Constant evaluation of PEF according to body height is necessary in chronic respiratory diseases, such as asthma. Nomograms and tables are available that help us to predict PEF in a child but they are not always available when we need them, especially in emergency settings. In these situations the presented formula may prove useful in predicting a child’s PEF knowing only a body height. To the best of my knowledge, the presented formula is the first published formula for estimation of PEF in children according to body height.
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